Cover Letter Advice “Greatest Hits” version 1.0
Cover Letter Summary
Classic Mistakes To Avoid 
Don’t fail to send a cover letter since it can’t hurt you unless it’s stupendously terrible.  NOT sending one will harm you. (F)
Average cover letter in employer’s hands for 8 seconds, make it count (A)
Read it at least twice for typos and bad or awkward sentences (A)
Don’t do these things since they make the resume useless and boring and show you are an amateur (D)
Full Page
Single Spaced
Block typed
Rewriting resume as cover letter
4 typical long verbose paragraphs
How heard of job
Why I want the job
Why I’d be great at it
How I’d follow up
Keep negative emotions out of cover letter (E)
Strive to overcome whatever sense of shame you have from a job loss or firing
You cannot allow a victim mode or mentality to shine through
Fundamentals
Put the date sent, and name of company sent to in the header of the letter (B)
Include all your contact info in cover letter (A)
Perform excellent research on company, services, industry, products, people so you know how to address the needs of the company you are applying to in this cover letter (C)
Include a line that gets the attention of the Hiring Manager so you stand out more (C)
Start writing about you personally are a perfect fit to address the needs of the company you are applying to (B)
Write in simple, clear language. (G)
Pay close attention to key language that indicates important elements of hiring manager needs.  Look for “points of pain” for the manager in the job description; read between the lines and infer what the last person in the job was not doing well, and sell yourself as the opposite of that person in your cover letter.  Look for strong words. (G)
Reinforce job description with your achievements and skills (F)
Eliminate your description of your ability to meet base/bottom requirements from the cover letter, since Human Resources forced the Hiring Manager to include them (G)
Show yourself making the best of low or high positions, enrolling those around you into good ideas. (G)
Don’t use “I” when writing sentences about what you did (B)
Do this to make it different (D)
Make it short
Make some paragraphs 1 sentence paragraphs
Make some sentences just a few words long
Make it personal and conversational
There is a fine line between clever and stupid
Best Practices
Get name of hiring manager, if it’s not published and you really want the job.  It will add a personal touch. (A)
Close appropriately, and politely ask for a reply to the cover letter (F)
Tell the reader you will follow up soon, and then do it.  Most people don’t do this but it will significantly increase the odds of an interview (C)
Read the job description at least a dozen times to help you write a good cover letter. (G)
Don’t be afraid to be bold, especially if it is a bold company, or they need a bold leader. (G)
Footnotes
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0suKZ-oU8s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYYABFM5C_c
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHl1NZAmAD4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s-E6OSLCwIU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TNgiie-hD6E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJbuNmqtEg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WGG1l5E72aQ
